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ABSTRACT 

This seminar is divided in two. The first part will provide a general description of the University of Arkansas at Fayette-

ville, the department of Electrical engineering and the research Centers GRAPES, HiDEC and NCREPT. The second part 

addresses overview of selected SST topologies and potential applications. Interest on integration of distributed genera-

tion, dc grids, and energy storage into electric power distribution systems is leading to research on solid-state func-

tions like voltage and power flow control, power quality enhancement, and an availability of a low-voltage (LV) dc bus 

for connecting distributed generation, energy storage units, and dc loads. These additional functionalities can be add-

ed into SSTs with their most common topologies consisting of three converter stages: an ac-dc converter, a traditional 

dual-active bridge with a high-frequency transformer, and an inverter for ac loads. Current and voltage ratings of avail-

able semiconductor devices are normally below distribution system ratings. So, SST modules are normally connected in 

series on the high-voltage side and in parallel on the LV side to achieve the higher voltage and current ratings imposed 

by these distribution system applications. 
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